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Students Elect Officers
To Fill Major Positions

German Midwinters
To Feature Music i
Oi VPI Orchestra

Top photo shows the Southern Colonels Orchestra which will play for
German Midwinters tomorrow night. Pictured below are Martha Lee and
German members, shown putting finishing touches on dance scenery. (Lower
photo by Mitchell.)

Mother Goose Court Visits Madison
For German Rhyme, Rhythm Dance
At the invitation of the German club,
Mother Goose and her court will leave
their Land of Nursery Rhymes and
come to Madison tomorrow night to
be guests oihonor at the Rhyme and
Rhythm dance. Greeting the couples
at the front door, Mother Goose will
be assisted by Wanda Lee Lewter and
Faye Mitchell.

Mrs. Benjamin Partlow, Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Eagle, Dr. and Mrs. Glenn
Smjth, and Mr. and Mrs. Haynes
McMullen.
During intermission refreshments
will be served in Alumnae hall to
members of German and Cotillion
clubs, and seniors and their dates.
Other couples and stags will be served
in the Reed balcony.
German club committees for the
dance are: theme, Frances Holliday
and Ayleen Kelley; chaperones, Sue
Deaton and Kitty Dance; invitations,
Betty Rinehart; bids, Unity Chappell;
treasurers, Rose Marie Pace, Rose
Marie Mitchell, and Margaret Hoggard; programs, Alice Sherman; decorations, Anne Bussey and Angeline
Matthews; art advisor, Marjorie Dickie; figure, Miss Covington and Mitzi
Borkey; refreshments, Anna Bowman;
undecorating, Nancy Rogers; movie
for afternoon, Jean McLenan; and
flowers, Jo Garber.

V.P.I.'s Southern Colonels will play
for German Midwinters tomorrow
night in Reed gym.
The Colonels are known in neighboring colleges for their versatility in
playing jump or sweet arrangements.
When playing for dances, however,
they stick to the sweet.
The boys in the band, of which the
majority are vets, have been playing
together since January, 1946.
Last
summer they toured the east coast
beaches, playing engagements at
Wrightsville Beach, N. C; Myrtle
Beach, S. C; and Charleston, S! C.
This year they have played at several
schools in Virginia in addition to regular engagements at V. P. I., Randolph
Macpn, Sweet Broar, Farmville and
Radford were among the schools who
danced to their music..
Five cadets and ten civilian students,
eight of whom are ex-G. I.'s including
representatives of the Infantry, Marine
Corps, Air Corps, and Navy, play in
the orchestra. Vocalist Johnny Bacos
saw overseas service in the infantry.
Bill Cook, ace tenor-sax man, was a
Marine Air Corps gunner.
Three of the air corpsmen were
pilots: Doug Whitesell, first trumpet,
and Ed Vernon, bass, both flew B-24's
arjd Dick Dillon, drummer and manager, flew P-51's with the 8th Air Force
in England. Pat McCarthy, second
trumpet man, was, a B-24 photographer-gunner; the lead sax-man, was a
gunner on a B-29..L. P. Nahoz, of the
trombone section, represents the Navy.
Other members of the band are: Bill
Batte, piano; Bill Cook, Ted Kirby,
Dave Rosson and Joe Dixon, sax;
(Continued on Page 6)

Mary Louise Huntington was elected by the student body to head the
Student Government Association for
the coming year in the elections held
Tuesday. Eva Ann Trumbo will serve
as president of YWCA, Mary Lee
Moyer as chairman of the Honor
Council, and Joyce Hammond will be
president of the Athletic Association.
Margaret Reid will serve as editor of
the Breeze and Jo Johnson as editor
of the Schoolma'am.
Mary Louise, of Fairfield, Conn.,
is president of the junior class, a
member of Panhellenic council, a member of last year's student council, and
a member of Pi Kappa Sigma sorority.
Eva Ann Trumbo, an officer of the
state organization of the Lutheran
student group, lives in Harrisonburg.
She is an ex-officio member of the
Y camhet, and a member of the Glee
club and of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority, and an English major.
A native of Middleburg, Mary Lee
Moyer, is the junior class repres°ntative of the Honor Council, a member
of Standards, and president of Theta
Sigma Upsilon sorority. She was president of the sophomore class last year.
A junior transfer student from Wilmington, Deleware, Jo Hammond was
a first lieutenant in the WAC's. She
is a physical education major, basketball leader for senior hall, plays hockey, is a member of Porpoise, Cotil-

Girls, Dates Crowd
New "Rec" Ffoom
A steady flow of girls and their
dates into Ashby gym last Sunday afternoon marked the occasion of the
opening of the new recreational facilities sponsored by the Sophomore class.
Fitted to accommodate fifty people,
the "Rec" Room was crowded during
its open hours from 3-6 p.m.
The new recreation center is conviently located in Ashby gym so as to
be near the tea room, which is also
kept open during these same hours
on Sunday afternoon. Shuffle board,
ping pong, badminton, and checkers
were the games being played. It seems
that badminton and ping pong were
the most popular, while the record
player was also kept busy.
Several members of'the faculty were
in during the course of the afternoon,
and Marianna Howard and Betty Gray
Scott acted as Sophomore, hostesses.
Beginning next week the hours will
be changed from 3:00-6:00 to a new
time. 2:30-5:30 p.m. Next week-end
being dane'e week-end, a big crowd
is anticipated.

The cat and his fiddle will be perched behind the Southern Colonels, who
have been engaged to play for the
merrymaking. The words of the cat's
theme "Hey Diddle Diddle" will appear before the orchestra stand. Wellknown nursery rhymes are illustrated
on the window drops, painted by
members of the Art club. Streamers of
crepe paper in pastel colors will radiate out from the center of the gym in
a new ceiling decoration.
In the receiving line will be Nancy
Bristow, chairman of the social committee, followed by the sponsors and
officers of the German club: Martha
Lee, president; Mr. George Hicks,
i
sponsor; Cora Mapp, secretary; Dr.
Otto Frederickson, sponsor; Marjorie Art Club To Hold Tryouts
Dickie, treasurer; Miss Louise Coving- Tuesday; Elections Soon
ton, sponsor; Nancy Rogers, sergeantArt club tryouts will ie held Tuesat-arms; Margaret Reid, reporter; Mrs.
day
at 6:45 p.m. in Wilson 40, Dawn
Hicks, sponsor; and Anna Bowman,
business manager. Rosetta Stanley, Brewer, president, has announced. The
vice-president of the club, is away for club will elect new officers after the
the week-end.
tryouts are completed.
The following will attend the dance
In addition to assisting with decoraas chaperones: Miss Katherine Antions for German Mid-winters, the
thony, Miss Mary Seeger, Mrs. AlMary Elizabeth Hillman, who will play Menedlssohn's piano concerto,
Art
club will also help decorate for
thea Johnston, Miss Edythe Schneider,
"Capriccio Brillant," with the orchestra Wednesday, is pictured above at the
Dr. Marguerite Woelfel, Miss Ruth Cotillion Mid-winters and Homecom- concert grand in Wilson auditorium, The program will be presented in
Reid, Miss Dorothy Roggli, Mr. and ing dance.
assembly.

lion, and a member of Pi Kappa Sigma sorority.
Margaret Reid, of Cumberland,
Maryland, has been a member of the
Breeze staff since her freshman year,
holding the office of news editor for
the past two years. She is reporter
for the German club and IRC, a member of Kappa Delta Pi, ACE, and
treasurer of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority.
Woodstock is the home of Jo Johnson, a member of the Schoolma'am
staff since last fall. She is president
of Aeolian club, a member of German
club, ACE, Sigma Sigma Sigma sorority, and reporter for Kappa Delta Pi.
Results of the elections were announced at a student body rally Tuesday night. At that time Hilda Davis,
SG9 president,, announced that 73
per cent of the student body voted.

Quarterly Plans
Annual Contest
March IS is the deadline for all
articles being submitted for the Madison Quarterly Award. Entries must
be mailed on or before that date to
the Editor of the Quarterly, Madison
College.
A $50 U. S. War Bond will be
awarded to the winning contestant
who must be a bona fide student of
Madison College during the session
of 1946-47.
The ideas, which may take the form
of article, story, essay, play or poem,
must not exceed 4,000 words and may
be shorter. The decision of the judges,
selected by the Quarterly Board, will
be final and the editors reserve tti
right to publish in the Madison Quar-^
terly any article submitted in the contest
Manuscripts will need no identification but a separate, sealed envelope
containing the author's name, title,
and a statement signed by her stating
that the work is original with her and
never before published, must be included.

Phyllis Epperson To Head
Group As Chief Scribe
Phyllis Epperson was elected new
chief scribe of Scribblers at a meeting held Wednesday night. The group
was entertained by Mrs. G. R. Hicks
and Dr. Bessie Richardson at the home
of Mrs. Hicks.
New members Were initiated by Chief
Scribe Jessie Beaman.

Orchestra Features
Mary E. Hillman As
Soloist In Program
Mary Elizabeth Hillman will be
featured as guest soloist with the
Madison College orchestra, under the
direction of Mr. Clifford T. Marshall,
during its assembly program on
Wednesday, February 26.
Mary Elizabeth will play Mendelssohn's Piano Concerto, "Capriccio
Brilliant," with the orchestra. A music
major, she is a student of Miss Elizabeth Harris, and a native of Norfolk.
The orchestra will also present Mr.
Marshall's special arrangement of
Jerome Kern's "Smoke Gets in Your
Eyes." Sue Deaton, regular vocal solo(Continued on Page 5)
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We Elected Them—
Let's Support Them

VIEWS OF
THE NEWS
$f Barbara

The election returns are in! Our heartiest congratulations go to
the girls who compiled the top number of vote's, thus becoming our
major campus officers for-the coming year.
•Students who" were present at the rally Tuesday night when the
winners were announced showed their enthusiasm for those who were
elected. It is our hope that their enthusiasm, as well as that of the
rest of the students, will continue throughout the term of the new
officers.
•
v
The minor officers will be nominated and elected in the near
future. These officers will help their presidents in. carrying out plans
of their respective organizations for next year.. Thus, it is important
for each and every student to give as much thought to the minor office
election as in the one held Tuesday.
Figures revealed that about seventy-three per cent of the student
body voted Tuesday. Let's make it one-hundred per cent when we
elect our minor officers.
'"N.

Rec Room Clicks
Wholesome recreation has been provided for girls with Sunday
afternoon dates in a rec room opened for the first time last Sunday
afternoon from 3 to 5 p. m. in Ashby gym. This recreation may take
the form of records, monopoly, checkers, piano, table tennis, shuffleboard, and the more strenuous badminton.
So many girls and their dates took advantage of this new opportunity offered them that two shuttle-cocks were worn out. At one
time during the afternoon every available game was in use and the
gym was filled.
This project was sponsored by the sophomore class, one of the
most enterprising classes we've seen on this campus in the last three
years. The rec room fills a need long felt on this campus where, previously, girls with dates had nothing to do on Sunday afternoon except To the. editor:
walk and play Old Maids. The project is one of the most worthwhile
I should, perhaps, have addressed
B. N. this to'the students.
that could possibly have been chosen..
Some time ago, we, as a body, were
given first choice ,in the matter of
seats Tor the Lyceum programs. At
the time, I was under the impression
that this meant we would be able to
By Jennie Snowden
| of. poems published by Josephine get our seats before the tickets were
The Ice Man Cometh—Eugene O'- Miles, winner of the ">Shelley award 'put on sale to town people. Since
Neill
for Poetry. Her poems about "the then, I have been informed that this
Of great importance to the theatrical people, habits, customs, and judgments action also keeps the members of our
and literary world is Eugene O'Neill's of daily life" are written in varied lyric faculty from getting seats until after
production and publication of The Ice forms.
we, the students, have gotten ours.
Man Cometh, his first in twelve years. Many a Watchful Night—John Mason
The teachers have not demanded,
It is considered one of the best of his Brown
or even asked, that they should be
twenty-nine published and produced
This book of John Brown's should given first choice. I, as a student, ask
dramas which have won him the No- certainly add to the understanding of this for them; if not first choice at
bel Prize of Literature and a number those who witnessed the war through least an equal chanae with the students
of others. Full of imagination and head lines. As a navy man in both the to obtain desirable seats.
implications, this play is re-establishing Norman and Sicily invasion, Mr.
I am sure, if we stop to think about
its author's position as a leading play- Brown has gathered much authentic it, this is what we want. The faculty
write.|
information for this sympathetic and is part of the school. As such, we
Brave New World—Aldous Huxley enlightning book. In it he describes owe them our respect.
For something entirely new and England at war, Americans in war
Mary S. Bay
different read Huxley's Brave New time England, and keenly contrasts the Dear Editor:
World, a satirical novel. It is the por- British' and American, as well as givNot long ago, in Harrison Hall
trayal of a future Utopia where Ford ing us a well written and interesting lobby, some girls helped sell tickets
is worshipped and there are no loving account of the actual invasions and for a boy's basketball^ game. I was
parents for people are daunted from fighting.
buttonholed as I passed by the booth
bottles. People no long remember a Laughs
and accused of not having "school
fellow called Shakespeare but all are
Here are a couple of hundred good spirit" because I lacked the necessary
enthralled by sports. In his foreword
laughs taken from the Saturday Re- 30 cents for a ticket at that time.
Huxley says, "It seems quite possible
The same girls who made that
view of Literature. To say that it is
that the horror may be upon us witha "gloom dispeller" is mild, but that's statement did not attend the girls'
in a simple century."
all the introduction these illustrations game with Shenandoah College last
Local Measures—Josephine Miles
Friday night, but they were not by
and laughs need.
*
Local Measures is the third volume
themlselves. Students stayed away in
droves from a game that was not at
all a question of having the admission
fee, but solely a question of showing
an interest in their team.
By Boqie Hawk
I have attended every boy's game
Member Virginia Intercollegiate Press, **Joan Crawford, star ...gi. "Mildred
Pierce," joins John Garfield in another ***Breathless excitement will hang
Associated Collegiate Press
great screen achievement, Humoresque, over the State theater Monday, TuesPublished Weekly by the Student Body which opens Monday at the Virginia
•I Madison College, Harrisonburg, Va. Theater and plays through Friday. day and Wednesday when The Chase
will be showing. The thrill-packed
John Garfield portrays a young drama will star Michele Morgan and
Emily Leitner
Editor-in-Chief
Lillia Ashby
Business Manager violinist from New "York's lower east Robert Cummings in a romantic picBettie Norwood
Assistant Editor side. He is the son of a grocer and has ture which has tense speed and fasMargaret Reid
News Editor financial difficulties, but nevertheless cinating mystery.
Marjorie Dickie
Cartoonist struggles onward with his music. Joan
Cummings plays the part of a disMaggie Kenny-Headline Editor Crawford the beautiful, but neurotic, charged Navy man who gets a job
Becky RogersCopy Editor wife of a sick man helps the virtuoso as a chauffeur to a sinister, shady
fo Shallcross
—Chief Typist along in the concert field. Tremendous character. Miss Morgan is the man's
Lois Stine
Circulation Manager conflict arises when Miss Crawford
unhappy and honest wife whom CumLvnn Mitchell _
Photographer realizes that she may not be good for
mings tries to rescue from the clutches
Editorial Staff: Mary Virginia Ashby,
Nancy Jane Warren, Betty Broome, the young musician and fails to be of evil. The chase and chills follow
Mary Rudasill, Jinx Miller, Barbara present at his debut as a soloist with at a rapid pace.
Cabe, Frances Connock, Bob Mono- the New York symphony. Garfield
***Don't miss Show-Off at the
ban, Jennie Snowden, Bertha Boswell, believes himself in love with the beau- State Theater Thursday, Friday, and
Betty Lou Henshaw, Boqie Hawk, tiful woman and wants to marry her Saturday. Red Skelton will keep you
Mickey Parrotta, Taffy Savage, Doris when her divorce is final. A tragic in stitches and maybe even have you
May Rice, Jean Gaither, Pat Ingram, scene follows that will make tears rolling in the aisles when he co-stars
Kitty Cover, Irene Munson, Margarite come to even the hard-hearted movie- witli Marilyn Maxwell in this comedy.
Clarke,. Jean Collins, Martha Thomas, goer eyes. A little comedy is lent to Marjorie Main, Virginia O'Brien, and
Joyce Cramer, Betty Lou Barton, Beryl the story by Oscar Levant who has Eddie "Rochester" Anderson do a
Snellings and Ronald Burton.
never been funnier or better.
super-duper job of supporting, too.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

AMONG NEW BOOKS

I HE BREEZE

SHOWGOER

played on campus, and, if one is to
go by popular opinion, 1 can now
stop putting forth any effort and rest
on my laurels. I needn't go tfl the
girls' game because—"no one wants to
see a bunch of girls play even if they
don't charge admission."
Many of us would like to hear less
about "school spirit," a term used
too loosely on campus, and see a
marked change in the number of
girls—and boys—who attend all our
athletic events.
The girls' varsity may play one
more game at home before the close
of basketball season. Will they play
again to an empty gymnasium?
An interested student
Dear Editor:
Is it important to carry out the
tradition of May Day weekend, with all
its frills and formalities, or to help
those less fortunate than we students
in America?.
Because of the vote of the students
to contribute to May Day out of the
YWCA's funds, the campus religious
organization has lessened its contribution to the WSSF. This is a past issue, but again we ask—which is more
important—our own pleasure or the
lives and educations of others.
The contributions to the YWCA in
the past have been for the purposes as
outlined by the Y at the beginning
of the school year. For many- girls this
pledge is a part of their tithes to their
churches for Christian purposes.
It seems to us that we are defeating our own purpose when money is
taken from YWCA funds to be spent
for our own enjoyment
If we, as students, want May Day
so badly why can't we find some other
means of supporting such a program
without using the funds of such a vital
organization?
We fear that since YWCA funds
were, not used for the purpose for
which they were intended, there may
be a possibility of a decrease in the
contributions in the future.
Elizabeth Mattox
Virginia Ogilvie
Lucille Kavanaugh
(Letters to the Editor must be in
on Tuesday of the week they are to
be published. Names must be signed
but will be withheld if requested by
the writer.)
Several Texas Christian University
students, on an ice skating party at
the Will Roger's Memorial Colliseum
last week, were resting and commenting on the fact that Froggie cagers
would soon play their games there.
One sweet young coed was silent and
intent throughout the entire discussion,

r

^-

Six hundred twenty three islands in
the Pacific made the headlines early
this week. The names were familiar
to American tongues because they had
made the headlines in a different way
—as bloody battleisles—only a year or
two ago. This time, however, it is be
cause the United States has asked the
United Nations to designate the Japanese-mandated islands as a "strategic
area" undv American administration
Japan has maintained the property in
question since the League of Nations
granted them to her (directly after
World War I).
Of course, opposition to this proposal will be loud, long and from
numerous sources; namely Russia,
Great Britain, Australia and nobody
knows how many others! The actual
occupation doesn't seem to be the crux
of the coming argument. Instead, we
are accused of having no sense of timing whatsoever. The opposing nations
think that only after the actual peace
treaty with Japan is signed can we
consider placing such a plan before
U. N., and legally taking over the
islands. Austin (U. S.) came up with
a weak answer to the effect that the
title did not rest with Japan, but
with the League and when Japan
broke that agreement she forfeited all
legal authority. But if everybody is
going to be such stricklers for legality all of a sudden we ought to wait
until there is no question as to a clear
title!
Unless Britain enforces non-immigration of the Jews into Palestine soon,
the Arabs are going to rise up ad
infinitum and make one huge massacre! For until the U. N. makes a
definite decision regarding the division
of that small plot of ground, both
factions maintain that they are right,
which naturally strains relations somewhat!

Something To
Chat About—
By Jean Collins
Women's faults are many,
But men have only two,
Everything they say,
And everything they do.
A certain sophomore is sufj
from a black eye upon bumpiri
the proverbial door. Richard not being in a very accomodating mood, it
seems that Betty decided to go about
the thing "billy-goat" fashion.
A situation not unlike the one which
follows occurred Saturday night
a blonde sophomore was sitting i|
movie with her dark male com!
(a day student here.)
His armi, it slipped around her waist7
Why shouldn't it?
Her head it dropped against his brea
Why shouldn't it?
Her heart it gave a tender signWhy shouldn't it?
Her hatpin struck Jiim in the eye—
Why shouldn't it?
One of our hostesses over in
nae Hall began to wonder if Dx
win wasn't right after all
looking out of her office window bun-day, she saw a short, "blue-jean clad
figure" running around atop the roof
of Jackson hall. Whether or not she
was suffering from a "primitive impulse" hasn't been clearly determined
yet. At any rate, such a possibility
was not taken into consideration when
it came time to hand out "call-downs."
only opening up long enough to give
out with one comment just before returning to the rink.
With wide-eyed innocence and a
nuzzled little frown, she remarked:
"Well, I still think' that the ice is going to be too slippery for them to
play very good basketball."
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'Round The Pise
By Frances Connock
Yaughan Monroe has done it again!
Switching from the moon to dreams
as a theme, his latest album is all about
those elusive little creations. "Dream,"
"IJiil You Ever See a Dream Walking?" and "Sweetheart of all My
Dreams" are his best arrangements,
but the other recordings have plenty
to- offer in the way of entertainment,
also.
"All '1 ime Favorites," Harry James's
newest album, contains all of the numbers for which he is justly famous.
Both the jumps—"One O'Clock" and
"Two O'Clock" are present, along
with "A Sleepy Lagoon," "Concerto
for Trumpet," "Flight of the Bumblebee," "You Made Me Love You,"
"Music Makers" and his theme song
"Ciribiribin." "Ciribiribin" is the only
one with vocals, and these are done
up quite prettily by Frankie.

DR. RAYMOND COOL

Dr. Raymond Cool Is A Son Of Former '
Instructor Here; Says Madison Is Quiet
By Betty Lou Henshaw
"Madison is so clean and quiet,"
was one of the reasons Dr. Cool gave
for coming to Madison College, and
the students are very glad such things
appeal to this chemistry professor.
Dr. Cool has a long list of titles,
schools, he attended, and colleges
where he has taught. Virginia, Winchester, in fact, can claim his birth
place. Bridgewater and the University of Virginia are the colleges from
which he graduated. In addition he
has attended Cornell and New York
Universities.
Some of the initialed abbreviations
that he might add after his name are
Bachelor of Science, Master of Science,
and Doctor of Philosophy. Using these
degrees, he taught at the Universities
of Nevada, Oregon,' Alsron, Oklahoma,
a«d West Virginia. Then too, for some
years he did medical research at the
University of Pennsylvania. One could
easily say he had taught in all parts
of the United States.
He also gives encouragement for
girls who think that chemistry just
isn't for them. Dr. Cool has experienced that girls do very well in chemistry but he has noticed a slack in their

Mr. Adair Explains
G. I. Education Bill
Educational entitlement under the
G. I. Bill is like money in the bank,
Mr. R. W. Adair, Veterans Administration training officer, of Winchester,
Va., declared recently. A veteran has
only a given amount of entitlement
and should use it only after careful
planning, Mr. Adair explained.
If the veteran wastes the educational
privileges the nation has provided him,
the training officer warned, he will
have spent his credit without receiving
the benefits which the law intended.
The college student can, for instance,
insist on the full amount of his leave,
thus using up valuable educational
credit m/erely to draw the subsistence
for that period during which he is receiving no educational benefits.
Or he may use his summer monthsand part of his entitlement in extraneous courses which consume his
entitlement at an excessive rate but
which have nothing to do with attaining his educational goal.
The veteran in school may find out
too late that he has used a portion of
his entitlement foolishly which would
be very valuable to him in completing
an educational program designed to
best perpare him for a job in civilian
life.

interest since more boys are entering
college again.
Teaching at Madison runs in the
family, it seems, because this professor's father taught here 14 years. Then
when Dr. Cool taught here one summer (he's been here before) he had
some of his father's students. One girl
asked him if he was the other Mr.
Cool's brother. As if she couldn't
tell!

Harrisonburg High
Sponsors Violinist

Dcsi Arnaz and his band pair "I'll,
Never Love Again," which is done in
bolero style, with vocals by Al Stewart.
Plattermate is torrid "Tia Juana," an
instrumental.
Perry Como goes tender on "Sonata"
and "That's the Beginning of the End."
These two are keyed to make you
melt— a la Como. Lloyd Shaffer and
his orchestra provide the musical background.
Incidentally, have you seen any of
those new picture records? In reality
they are unbreakable plastic records
with sketches picturing part of the
song (although a few are a litttle farfetched) in beautiful colors. One of the
best we've encountered is "Blue Skies"
and "Barber of Seville" by the Hour
of Charm All-Girl Orchestra. The
musiq is excellent and the eye-catching
pictures enhance the record greatly.

Two^Students Join
Mile. College Board
The experience of a month's work
in the New York offices of Mademoiselle is the objective of Betty Broome
and Agnes Caudill, recently accepted
to membership on the magazine's 1947
College Board. The twenty Board
Members who excel in their assignments during the year, become Guest
Editors o the banner August college
issue and will participate this year, in
Mile's first annual Career Conference.
This board, composed of students
front almost every major campus in
the country, offers numberless opportunities to girls interested in furthering their careers. Students who
are chosen for it on a competitive
basis submit four assignments each
year, report on all college -activities
and items of interest, and keep Mile
abreast of campus trends. Any actual
material published is paid for.

CALENDAR
Friday, February 21—YW party for
nurses, Ashby gym. 7:00 p.m.
Saturday, February 22—Movie "One
More Tomorrow," 2:00 p.m. and
7:00 p.m., Wilson Aud., German
club dance, 8:30 p.m., Reed gym.
Sunday, February 23—Sophomore
Date Room, 2:30-5:30 p.m., Ashby
gym.
Monday, February 24—Dukes vs.
Shenandoah College, 7:30 p.m.,
Reed gym.
Tuesday, February 25—AA badminton
practice, 7:00 p.m., Ashby gym.
Wednesday, February 26—AA badminton practice 7:00 p.m., Ashby gym.
Thursday, February 27—AA badminton practice, 7:00 p.m., Ashby gym.
Friday, February 28—Girls basketball
game, Roanoke College vs. Madison, 7:30 p.m., Reed gym.

Large Number Of Students To Attend
German Midwinters Tomorrow Night

The list of the girls and their dates June King, Bob Bell; Margaret
who will attend German Midwinters Soukup, P. L. Johnson, Jr.; Margaret
Reid, Luther Settle; Rose Marie
tomorrow night include:
Laura Dunnavant, Gerald Duffer; Mitchell, Joseph Grosse; Nofma Gay,
Jean Gai.ther, Charles Saville; Jane Jimmy Mackey; Dorothy Crowell,
Carlton Lester; Bertha Andrews,
Auman, Harold Painer; Nancy ParChristopher Curtin; Shirley Harless,
nell, Lester Wall; Hannah Finley, DudWilliam Andrews; Delphine Land,
ley Peery; Sadie McElwee, Arthur
Lamax Crook.
Ordell; Dorothy Branson, James
Shirley Taylor, Warren Thornton;
Fleanor; Ernestine Gillespie, Oscar
Mary
Alberts, Bill Bates; Jacqueline
Pickett; Mary Edwards, James WilBurton,
Vivien Gathing; Anne Speight,
liamson; Austin Ankers, Robert NiedSandy
Carrington; Betty Barton,
ermager; Catherine Horst, Charles
Pamplin; Eleanor Andrews, Harold Richard Stine; Anne Horn, Claude
Bob; Margaret Eggborn, Charles Vance, Jr.; Carter Harrison, William
Sellers; Alice Engleman, Fred Betts;
Browning.
Sue Deaton, Charles Speck; Marilyn
Peggy Wood, James Sears; Ann
Lee, Drewry Collins; Gertrude WeavMusic Magazine Publishes Schultz, Jordan Mclntyre; Joan er, Ron Gault; Alice Hunter, Cecil
Graeff, Thomas Driver; Polly Shaver,
King; Virginia Dixon, Jack Tase;
Article By Mr. Marshall
Elvert Wilson; Sarah O'Brien, Lester
Ruth Harshbarger, George Jones;
"There is a definite place (for girls Winoker; Wilma Hampton, Robert
Lois Waggy, Scottie Hockenberry;
in instrumental m|usic. They are not. Walsh; Martha Cox, Jamie Branner;
Nancy Foster, Charles Butler; Lucille
only taking their place in the modern Betty Gray Scott, Ralph Cross; Julie
Grubb, Lloyd Hubbard; Jacqueline
symphony orchestras. As teachers of Smith, Bob Riegert; Doris Young,
Palmore, Jack Gibbons.
school groups, they are probably more Bill Stewart; Mary Love, Dale Harris;
Helen Packett, Gibbons Canter;
suited to lower age levels than men— Marianna Howard, Dowell Howard;
Jane
Castles, Bob Sullivan; Shirley
and let no one miminize the import- Jerry Neathery, Harold Clark; Jean
Webb, A. J. Mitchell, Jr.; Jerry Cather, Donahoe, Tommy Garnett; Virginia
ance of lower age level teaching/
Thus says Mr. Clifford T. Marshall, Willis White; Doris White, Bill Mor- Lee Farmer, Lewis Walke;. Mary Carlconductor of our Madison orchestra ton; Betty Worthington, Leo Conden; ton Wells, George Wells; Rose Marie
Pace, James ^olton; June Sterling,
and instructor of music here in an Margaret Dukes, James Sykes. ,
Ronald Burton; Hilda Davis, Tom
article, "The Girl's Place in InstruAnne Bussey, Edwin Bunser; Jane
Garner;' Marjorie Dickie, Jack Reeves;
mental Music" which appeared in the Hallaman, Ernest Hinson; Marian
January-February issue of the maga- Bates, Donald Bruce; Caroline Bow- Elizabeth Gregory, Bobby Breen;
Kathryn McManaway, Bill Darnell;
zine, The Instrumentalist
man, Paul Wisman; Elinor Short,
Mary Frances Shuler, Bob Graves;
The Instrumentalist is published bi- Dan Carroll; Mary Russell, William
Marionette Whitehead, Jack McCormonthly during the school year by the Marrow; Annette Taylor, George
mick; Jane Moore, Herbert Harris;
association for the advancement of Davis; Betty-Williams, Earle Mason;
Mary DonLeavy, Jack Newman; Carinstrumental music.
Carolyn Woodfield, Dick Bennett;
rie Lee Moore, Jack Bigley; Donna
Hair, Bill Hester; Dorothy Engleman,
Bob Graves.

Leona Flood, young concert violinist
from Spokane, Washington, played "in
Wilson auditorium on February 14.
Her concert was sponsored by the
Harrisonburg High School band.
Miss Flood has been playing the
violin since she was five. At 13, she
gave her first successful benefit concert
in Pasadena, California. There followed three years of additional violin
study in New York and Europe, before
she made her debut recital in Oslo,
Norway. By her eighteenth year Miss
Flood had given concerts in Stockholm, London, Berlin, Paris and Copenhagen, and had played with orchestras in Warsaw, Sturtgard, Munich and Budapest.
At the outbreak of the war, Miss
Flood was touring New Zealand and
Australia.
Miss Flood is one of the few
Saturday, March 8, 1947
people in the world to own a real
Stradivarius violin. Ifwas given to 8:00- 9:50—Bipi. 132—All Sections-Aud.
10:00-11 :S0-P.'Ed. 132 and P. Ed. 262cl-Psy. 222—All Sections—Aud. '
her by her maternal grandafther. '
/
Monday,
March
10,
1947
1.6C
Dietary Consultant Speaks v8:00- 9:50—Classes that meet for the first -.
time Monday, 8:00 A. M.
To Nutrition Classes Here (*10:00-11:50—Classes that meet for the first time, Monday, 11:00 A.M.
H :30- 3:20—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 1:30 P. M.
Miss Miriam Kaufman, graduate of
3:30- 5:20—Classes that meet for the first time, Monday 3:30 P. M.
Madison in 1941, and dietary consultant with the Hospital Facilities DiviTuesday .March 11, 1947
sion of the U. S. Public Health Serv8:00- 9:50—Classes that meet the first time Monday, 8:00 A. M.
ice, addressed the nturition classes here 10:00-11:50*-Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 10:00 A. M.
recently about her work.
1:30- 3:20—Classes that meet for the first time Monday, 2:30 P. M.

Mr. Shorts Announces Exam.
Schedule For Second Quarter

She explained the development of 3:30-5:20—English 132—All sections—Aud.
the Hospital Survey and Construction
act Congress has authorized the apWednesday, March 12, 1947
propriation, during the next five years, *1j:00- 9:50—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, 9:00 A. M.
of $376,0000,000 in federal funds for 10:00-11:50—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, ll :00 A. M.
the building of hospital and health 1:30- 3:20—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, 1:30 P. M.
centers. Since the act provides that 3:30- 5:20—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, 3:30 P. M.
Thursday, Marc|» 13 ,1947
the.federal share is to constitute onethird of the cost and non-federal funds
the other two-thirds, the total expendi- 8:00- 9:50—Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, 8:00 A. M.
lure or this nationwide program would ^° :0°-1 * :50-Classes that meet for the first time Tuesday, 10-:00 A. M.
l :3
approximate $1,1^5,000000
°" 3:2°-C|a8S« that meet for the first time Tuesday, 2:30 P. M.
3:30- 4:20-S. S. 152—All Sections-Aud.
I he states are to conduct surveys
determining their hospital and public
Friday, March 14, 1947
health center needs, with construction
8:00- 9:50—Chem. 132 and Chem. 232—All Sections—Aud.
to be approved.
10:00-11:50—P. Ed. -232, P. Ed. 252, and P. Ed. 432—All Sections-Gym.

Patsy Ashbrook, Otis Carter; Peggy
Carter, Douglas Henderson; Anna
Bowman, Bob Minnick; Joy Hulvey,
Bud Clougherty; Mary Duncan, Bobby
Thompson; Virginia Hendricks, Samuel Raylls; Jane Wilson, Fred Griggs;
Ruth Davis, Red Simmons; Nancy
Bradley, Randolph Branch; Sarah
Ferland, Nimrod Clarke; June Anderson, James Cook; Libby Hite, Robert
Strickler; Evelyn Clem, Jack Moss;
Ida Chappell, Buddy Sherman; Mitzi
Borkey, Sandy Eustis; Peggy Lease,
Robert Renn; Betty Davis, Bert Pulley; Joan Kirby, Joe Keller.
Dorothy Elliott, Robert Quirk; Jean
Slaughter, Frank Stafford; Lois Stine,
Joe Harrison; Helen Smith, James
Grosh; Betty Johnson, Henry Johnson; Mildred Smith, Marvin Johnson;
Anna Faircloth, Sydnor Miller; Barbara Pamplin, Everett Fairlamb; Virginia Oglive, Harold Hulliger; Jackie
Gilbert, Harry Harry; Jane Canada,
Harve Hudson; Angeline Matthews,
Larry Hatch; Forest Anne Burford,
D. J. Driver; Lillia Ashby, Wade
Bibb; Mary Belle Taylor, Jack Clue;
Lila Springmann, Stephen Field.
Vyonne Davis, Jack London; Reba
Rosenbaum, Emmette Earles; Jo Shallcross, Cary Bailey; Araxy Hatchit,
(Continued on Page 4)
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If You Ask
THEM...
By Maggie Kenny
How do you think school spirit can
best be promoted both in sports and
other school activities?
"Spike" Speight—School spirit would
be better if more people knew the
yells and songs. If a big pep rally
could be arranged and the yells taught
us, there would be a lot more spirit
shown at the games.
Danny Broome—First of all, I
think, we need to know our yells. Could
we have a big outdoor pep rally on
one of our warm nights? Also, more
publicity should be given our girls'
varsity games—the boys get all of it.
Marianna Howard—It seems to me
that spirit would be stimulated if organizations could arrange their activities so that a majority could participate
rather than a minority. I believe this
has been shown by the increase in
The student pictured above is shown operating a Friden automatic cal- the amount of spirit during the interculator, one of the several types of office machines found in the well-equipped dormitory basketball games which
machines laboratory of the business education department here.
gave every girl, whether she was good
or not, a chance to play.
Kitty Travera—Have more intramural games in all sports. This interests friends of students who are playing and they would give support.
*
Mary Ann Kidwell—A larger variety
Few of the students here at Madi- Fridayof sports so that persons who aren't
CBS— 10:00 p.m. It Pays to be
son who are not business students
interested in one sport will support
realize either the monetary or the Ignorant
another, j
ABC—4:15 p.m. Holiday For Swing
educational value of the office machNBC—8:00 p.m. Highways in
ines laboratory. Madison is very for- Melody
DATE LIST
tunate in having one of the best
Room Reorganized
(Continued from Page 3)
equipped office machines laboratories
This year the room has been re- Johnny Baldadin; Jean Mims, Robert
in the state of Virginia. When con- organized according to a lay-out plan
Tyringer; Jo Vajighan, Jim Mehang;
sideration is given to the large nummade by Miss Mary Margaret Brady, Nancy Rogers, Preston Hickman;
ber of colleges in the state, the im- the instructor of the class in office
Nancye Butterworth, George Stone;
portance of Madison's having such a
machines. This plan is diagrammed Amy Sanders, Daniel Sanders; Claire
well-equipped laboratory is readily
by a chart on the wall which shows Bennett, Bill Wilson; Corbin Harrealized.
where each machine is located.
wood, Philip Dailey; Fern Waters,
The laboratory here contains the
The office machines course is a one- Kenneth Thompson; Joy Paynter,
most modern office machines on the quarter course, offered each quarter.
Johnny Wright; Ginny Foltz, Marshall
market. In the past several years It is a popular course as the stuMauney; Martha Lee, Roy Butler;
over $3,000 worth of equipment has dents enjoy working with the modJean Prassee, Dick Thompson; Venita
been added to this room, bringing ern equipment and supplies and the
King, Joseph Mantailbane.
the total value to a sum well over work is of a highly individualized
Mildred Haley, Tom Witcher;
$10,000.
nature. One of the .main objectives of Caroline Peters, LeRoy Shirley; Barthe course is to have the student cdm- bara Alexander, Dusty Rhodes; Marplete the course with at least an ac- jorie Dyer, Sonny Baughnan; Martha
quaintance with all the machines and a Thomas, Don Hanger; Christine
vocational efficiency in some of them. Coats, Hap Holliday; Ramona Fawley,
The course is operated on a rotation Woody McCarey; Nancy Jane Warplan, and as the student finishes study- ren, Bert Owen; Martha Ann Walton,
ing each machine, she is given a Frank McGinnis; Jane McMurran,
proficiency test on that particular D. W. Fawley; Carolyn Gills, Joe
We recommend for yoflr listening machine.
Haley; Jo Lee Wood, Gene Runion;
Some
other
interesting
features
of
Louise Gordon, Bernard Stokes;
pleasure:
the
room
are
files
in
which
Miss
Irene Munson, Harris Livick; Mary
Saturday—
Brady keeps records of the students' Alice Joyner, Thqmas McCormick;
WRVA—CBS 2:30 p.m. Here's to
progress and files where the «tu- June Huff, Bootie Brown; Jean DerYa
dents keep samples of their own work. flinger, Charles Williams; Dorothy
WTON—ABC 2:00 p.m. Met. Opera
A reference library on which is kept Layman, George Richardson.
(Carmen)
booklets and pamphlets put out by
Betty Bentz, Paul Stoneham; Jean
WMBF—NBC 11:15 p.m. For Music various machine companies is also at
Davis, Richard Bentz; Gerry LandLovers
hand for the students' use.
man, Stillman Chesson; Doris McSundayDevitt, Mendi Lerner; Retha Shirkey,
Course Has Objectives
CBS—5:00 p.m. Family Hour (Rise
The main objectives of the office Ted Staples; Joanne Craig, Pete West;
Stevens)
machines course are: to develop vo- Peggy Crowder, Waverly Watkiris;
ABC—4:30 p.m. Music in the Air
cational skill in mimeograph, ditto, Shirley Jones, Donald Baldwin; Betty
NBC—«:00 p.m. Charlie McCarthy and drawing board work, to develop Bembow, John Lenke; Kitty Sheffield,
acquaintanceship ability with calculaMonday—
tors, adding and listing machines,
CBS—9:00 a.m. Morning News
Send Your
bookkeeping machines, and voiceABC—1:30 p.m. Relax and Listen
writing machines; and to offer demonCLEANING TO US
(Mon. thru Fri.)
•
stration of multilith.
NBC—7:30 p.m. Melody Makers
Other objectives are: to develop
No Extra Charge For
Tuaeday—
ability to use miscellaneous office
Delivery
supplies and equipment, to develop
CBS—9:00 p.m. Vox Pop
in the student a sense of value and
ABC—7:30 Intermezzo
SHIPPLETTS
care
of equipment, to learn to take
Wednesday—
Cleaning and Dyeing
CBS—5:00 p.m. The March of initiative in completing vocational
business
skill
jobs,
and
to
develop
249 N. Main St
Science
=
occupational intelligence.
ABC—9:00 p.m. The Paul" WhiteHIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIf^
man Show
HAYDEN'S
NBC—7:30 p.m. Familiar Melodies
ThursdayDry Cleaning Works
CBS—7:15 p.m. Jack Smith
•
ABC—10:30 Fantasy in Melody

Madison Has Excellently Equipped
Laboratory Of Office Machines

/

Harold Benjamin, Educator, Author
Discusses Peace Problems In Japan
"One of Japan's greatest problems
in the future will be the development of
its scientific, technical economic system," stated Dr. Harold Benjamin in
reference to the peace problems now
facing Japan.
Japan has a need of a secondary
school system and the United States
occupational government is doing
much toward aiding this country in the
development of their school system.
Another and even greater problem
now facing Japan is in its cultural
attainments. This country has definite
systems of values, among which is the
Sumari code which has a tendency
to undermine certain efficiencies of
the country. This was evident during
the past war in methods of warfare,
particularly in the infantry.
The United States is trying to
develop a democracy in Japan and
the system of schools being set up
by America in Japan will be the
main instrument toward achieving this
goal. Education is one of the chief
methods used in molding public opinion as it deals chiefly with the young,
and consequently unmolded mjnd.
There is progress in Japan along
educational lines. With an increasing
awareness of the necessity for the
education of every young person, irregardless of sex and social position
of the individual, 'the leaders of the
country are planning an educational
program to include all.

since 1939. He was formerly a dean
and director of the college of Education at the University of Colorado,
assistant dean of the college of Education and Director 9#K?>v center for
Continuation Study at the University
of Minnesota.
Dean Benjamin has served on vari-

All persons must work hard, long,
hours for the assurance of a peaceful
world. It is the responsibility of all
persons, but in particular of college
students to work for the furtherance of

ous national assignments chiefly dealing with the fields of comparative education and teacher education. He is the
editor of a series of about fifty books,

Mr. Stork Pays First Visit
To Former Breeze Editor
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Arnold Jr., of
Cleveland, Mississippi announce the
arrival of a daughter, Jane Karen, born
January 27.
Mrs. Arnold is the former Emma
Jane Rogers, '44 graduate. She was
editor of the Breeze during the '43-'44
session.
Jack Ellett; Elsie Chapman, Bobby
Hurt; Ruth Vaughan, Neil Wilson;
Marian Holbrook, Neal Troy; Nancy
Jane Bryan, Albert Wilson; Nancy
Penn, Charlie Smathers; Bunny
Younger, Jack Reid; Barbara Cabe,
L. D. Jones; Jo Johnson, Harold
Miller; Margaret Hoggard, Tom
Peterson; Helen Mitchell, Wesley
Witchard; Jinx Miller, Gene Hayden;
Frances Holladay, Jimmie Prey ton;
Gloria Garber, Ronald Wells; Bee Vee
Manuel, Dave Turner; Rebecca Settle,
Kent Outlaw.

DR. HAROLD BENJAMIN
a peaceful future. It is the educated
who are best prepared to understand
the necessity of development in the
cultural field.
Dr. Benjamin has been dean and
consulting dean of the College of Education at the University of Maryland

author of three books, and co-author
of four books.
He has served in the first World
War in the Mexican campaign, and in
France and Germany. In the recent
World War he saw duty in the Western Aleutians and in the Philippines.
He now is rated as a liutenant-colonel
in the Air Corps Reserve.

Dr. S. J. Turille Attends
State Education Meeting
Dr. S. J. Turille Mended the State
Department of Education meeting in
Richmond, Saturday, February 15. The
purpose of the meeting was to plan
new certification requirements in Bi
ness Education.
Dr. Turille was selected as one of
the five members of the committee Ao
revise the laws of the Business Education department.
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This V That
' By Bertha Boswell
Reports have it that more students
were away from school over last
weekend than ever before in our history . . . How about telling its what
the extra-special attractions were elsewhere so we can go along the next
time I

MARY LEE MOVER
Chairman of Honor Council

EVA ANN TRUMBO
YWCA President
j "■

■

T

h

MARY LOUISE HUNTINGTON
SGA President

She Says . . .
By Gene Savage
Realizing that people are only human, we would like your cooperation on
the repititious reactions given by the
winning candidates when asked how
they were holding up under the strain
of election results.
Mary Louise Huntington—"Gee, this
day has really been hectic. I've had
butterflies in my stomach, and going
to the movies didn't help me much
trying to get rid of them. But now that
everything is all over, I find myself
just starving!"
Eva Ann Trumbo—"I'm so excited
about it all—and I could hardly believe
it when I was told. I'll have so much
to live up to trying to do as good a
job iS Ginny has done, but I sure will
try!"
Mary Lee Moyer—"I'm very happy
about it all, but it would have been all
right if either of us had gotten the
position as far as C.- J. and I, were
concerned."
Joyce Hammond->-"That's a heck of
a question to ask anybody at a time
like this." Considering all in all, Jo
agreed when her surrounding public
expressed her feelings on the subject—
'I'm flabberghaited!"
Jo Johnson—"I'm so nervous," said
Jo excitedly—"Just you be cairn, cool
and collected until I cease shaking and
maybe I'll be able to talk." (Pause!)—
"I'm very happy about having won."
Mike Reid—"The dear soul! I 'don't
know how I feel!" (But, we Breeze
members know the inside dope—Mike,
fearful of approaching tears, dashed
over to Harrison in hopes of contacting her family; but, alas, no tears
came and her trip was in vain.)

Benjamin Points Out
Prices Of Peace

Many Water Color Sketches On Display
Now In Latest Art Department Exhibition
Miss Aiken's 212 art class has recently placed a group of water color
sketches on exhibiton the third floor
of Wilson.
Joyce Cramer has the largest num>er of pictures. Her two strongest
are "Washer Women" and "Blue
Skies." "Washer Women" is of two
negro women and a child. It is a fine
sketch of the negro's bodies and shows
good composition.
"Blue Skies" is perhaps the best
from the color standpoint. The handling is pure and direct. "Campfire on
the Range" suggests a cowboy camp
in Colorado. Very dark in tones, it
leaves much to the imagination. "Red
Hat" is a strong portrait of a modern
woman. Others by Joyce include "Bulgarian Dance," "New England Church,"
and "Yellow Fields."
Bill
Bauserman's
contribution
"Waterfall" brings to mind the,
Rocky Mountains and is done in a
careful, well-finished technique. "Harmony in Red and Blue" is very bold,
modern, and rhythmical. "Peacocks,"
is a fanciful bit of work—showing a
pure design rather than naturalism.
The skull of an animal on the desert

with surrounding cacti is the subject
matter of "Painted Desert" which
suggests New Mexico. "Rocky Shore"
depicts the dash and vigor of whitecrested waves. Bill expresses quite a
great variety in his subject matter;
other of his pictures are "Under the
Sea/' "Autumn Tree," and "Early
Morning."
"Mole Hill in the Sunshine" was
painted by Jean Lewis, looking out from
the front of Wilson. "Long Journey"
is an imaginary scene in Mexico showing soft red hills in the distance.
"Burning House" and \"A Thatched
Hut" reveal the artist's imagination.
Kenton Gambill likes contrasting
colors. Brilliant "Sunset Hill" has a
red-orange hill, a pink-orange sky, and
turquoise lake. "Desert Scene" reminds
one of Egyptian scenes, and "Moon
and Pines" has a ve^y Oriental composition. "Autumn Field' is rich in turquoise and orange.
Gloria Flora has two landscapes
which are extremely soft in color.
"Outskirts" is a winding hillside road
with its surroundings; "Completeness"
pictures a lonely country cemetery.
"Rhythm" by Garland Huffman, has
good composition and lives up. to its
name with swinging lines and spaces
and brilliant colors. "The Point" is a
hunting scene with a retriever dog.
"White Tower" illustrates the story of
the same name.
Irene Munson's contributions represent the rolling hills of the surrounding country. Dick Spangler has two
horse compositions, and Jean Long
has several very delicately colored
landscapes.
Jean Fultz has a very soft, rhythmical sketch looking over hills
stacked with fodder. Ruth Youriis
paints a circus scene, and Mary Bell
Taylor is represented by "The Boat."

Dr Harold Benjamin endeavored to
show the prices a nation must be willing
to pay for peace in his address to the
student assembly last Wednesday.
This assembly was sponsored by Kappa Delta PL
In his speech, "Peace at Many
Prices," the Maryland University dean
pointed out that the first price for
peace is the "price of organized might."
All nations have had to fight to keep
peace, and all American wars have
aimed primarily at winning the peace.
Rudasill Crowns Spongier
"The second price for peace is the
price of political intelligence and eco- Co-ed King In Y Contest
nomic development," Dr. Benjamin
To cheers of "Long Live King
stated. He used Japan as an example Richard the first!" Dick Spangler was
of a nation that must pay this second crowned king in Reed gym last Saturprice for peace.
day night by Mary Rudasill, chairman
of
the WSSF drive. After the crown"The third and most important price
for peace jfp almost indefinable," the ing Dick Jed the grand march with
speaker emphasized.
Found in Jhe Miss Madison of 1947, Martha Lee.
fine arts of a people eager for peace,
A Harrisonburg native, Dick served
it is most of all in "God approaching" 18 months in the Navy. He was winner
prayers of the people.
in a "Y" sponsored contest to elect a
"It is in the youta people of the na- co-ed king. Votes costing a dime each
tjOT-that we haye the basis that will chalked up sixty-five dollars for the
enable us \o/pay the third and hardest drive.
price of peace," he concluded.
Following the assembly, a luncheon
was given in the tea room. Those
v
present besides the honoree included
(fatuite,
Wtutd-Uiced....
the officers of Kappa Delta Pi and
other guests.
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Late bulletin: Callin' all co-eds! . . .
Please man the snow plows, so it will
be a big weekend. . . . Guess Jennie
SNOWD-EN will have to write this
column next week!

GARFIELD

McClure Printing Company
PHONE

Bee Sloan, Jane Shaw and Lois
Wiley could tell a lot of interesting details about their trip to Washington
last weekend . . . Speaking of big
weekends, how about the one we're
entering upon now? Monday morning
classes should really be something after all the dances .. .our German Midwinters, Fancy Dress at W & L, and
Mid-winters at U. Va.1 . . . (yawn) .
. . see 'ya in class.

•mat tw of "«ttr«d Pion."
JOHN

Pleas* send me postpaid —Insured, the following
College-Debs. Enclosed And money order (or $3.98
per pair.

FREDERICK ST.

Analee Messick reports that, although she spent an enjoyable weekend in Chester, train rides definitely
don't agree with her! . . . Also a
Chester visitor was Dorothy Jenkins,
whose home is there . . . Jerry Morris
and Jackie Gilbert visited their respective homes in Stanardsville.

BZ VIRGINIA

WEEK OF FEB. 24
MONDAY,

Guest of Mary Virginia Ashby in
Washington was Alice Engleman . .
Jane Grant was entertained after the
Westhampton game by *Ann Royall
Hubbard, a friend residing in Petersburg . . .Ann Wells had a fine time
at her home in Gladstone, where the
family had a big reunion celebrating
the birthday of Ann's grandmother.

W

STATE

ORCHESTRA
(Continued from Page 1)
i*t with the orchestra, will sing selections from the "Student Prince," by
Sigmund Romberg.
The remainder of the program will
include "Ann Album Leaf," by Wagner and Jarnefelt's "Prelude."

MARGARET REID
Editor-in-Chief THE BREEZE

JO HAMMOND
President Athletic Association

Seems that a number of girls were
guests of their classmates . . . Maggie
Kenny visited Carey Lee Luck in
Mechanecsville, where they attended
the wedding of a friend . . Ida Hart
Chappell played hostess at her home in
Sedley to Cricket Kelly after the
Westhampton game.
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AA GIRL OF THE WEEK

The Sporttight. .

By BERYL SNELLINGS

Madison Girls Varsity Defeats
Westhampton »ln Close Game

Here's a word about the girls you read about here on the sport page—
they're known as the "AA Girls of the Week." You have your outstanding girls
iii the different clubs and sororities who are noted for their leadership and are
The Madfson cagers, in the renewal
good examples of "enjoyable people to be around." They all work hard to
of
an old rivalry, took an early lead
better the school's standards and reputation. Perhaps there should be a column
devoted to them, too, but for now we want to give out honors, or shall we say, over Westhampton's varsity and held
certificates of achievement, to the gijls in the Athletic Association whose it, to defeat their opponents on the
energies are just as important as those of other organizations in our midst. ■ Westhampton court by a score df 30The AA is a powerful organization and a mighty influence here on our 27 last Saturday.
campus. The girls who lead this "drama of splendor" are those who are
Madison's first varsity game of the
chosen or elected for the purpose of upholding the athletic standards and season was sparked by Hilda Davis,
traditions of the school and keeping students interested in highlights of sport
who tied for high scorer with 11 points
doings. Most o the time their interest and ability lies in sports;
These and other girls who keep the sport merry-go-round moving are to her credit. Davis, playing center
your "AA Girls of the Week." They receive that honor along with their picture forward, seemed to have a special
on the cyclone page of the Breeze for something which they have done or talent for breaking through her guards
are doing—things of which we should take notice, put into thinking, and rotate and cutting under the basket.
into appreciation, because they are worthwhile to our campus life and spirit.
A. C. Bowman, playing her first varThe AA girl chosen as the "weeker" is quite a lass, interested in her sity basketball game, sank a beautiful
activities and especially recognized as being one of the "big spokes that basket from the^iideline in the last
'supports the little spokes that keeps the wheel turning," and they do just that.
When you happen to glance to the after end of this weekly herald and see a
girl looking you square, or if she is talented, cross-eyed, in the face, look her
over and remember her./'She's important, people, and she's one of the lot
who keep us in contact with the underworld—sorry, we mean, sport-world.
After all, there isn't everyone who can get her picture in the paper.
Water safety instructor courses will
Of course, you could buy a newspaper and run an edition full of pictures
of the new editor to get citizens familiar with you, but who wants to be thrown be given at Madison College in April
on doorsteps, in people's yards, and in their shrubs. (Ah, I shall never forget by Mr. Robert O. Earl, of Washingthe newspaper days, when I was a carrier with my route of 18 customers!).
ton, D. C, field representative for
But all in all, co-eds, these "AA Girls of the Week" deserve a big hand from National Red Cross.
you and me, and, if I had hands to go around, I'd give them all one. But I
This fifteen hour course w'll be open
don't, so let's all get together and desl out our totals. This way they will
to
anyone 19 years of,age or older
receive more and better.
\
who
is a holder of a current senior lifeThe last game of the scheduled basketball season for the Dukes will be
saving
certificate or a water safety inDlayed Monday night in Reed Gymnasium. This game will be a return engagestructor
card.. Preliminary work will
ment with the Shenandoah troupers, who happened to defeat the Dukes when
be
given
in senior life saving befo
(hey played at Shenandoah College. But here, the boys wearing those uniforms
of big buckles say the story will be different. We hope so, anyway.
entering the instructor's course.
Being it is the last game and the last chance this year you will have to see
Official Red Cross certificates will
the lads, who have put much time and effort to bring about Madison's first be given graduates of these classes.
boys athletic team, why not everyone go to the game, have a big get-together,
cheer your lungs out, and have fun. And besides, we could win, you know.
Let's make it a large time!
Girls Cancel Varsity Game

>>

ERNIE

By Bob Monohan
If you mistake this girl with the
winning smile and the pretty blonde
hair for someone other than Ernestine
Gillespie, Madison's head cheerleader,
you haven't been around campus very
long.
—
Once, when that blonde hair was
shingled up the back and Ernie was a
chubby nine year old, she raced an
admirer, the litttle boy next door, to
the theater to see who would pay for
the tickets. Now, with her able group
of cheerleaders, she races the stopwatch between quarters and time-outs
to ge^gin some rousing cheers for
Madison, and like the episode in her
not-so-shrewd fourth grade days, she
always wins the race.
,
This is Ernie's second year of cheerleading at Madison and her first year
on the AA council. She is a capable
leader who has done fine work with
her group of seven cheerleaders and
Madison's junior varsity defeated
has shown unlimited enthusiasm in all
Shenandoah college basketball team
AA work.
27-20 last Friday night in Reed gym.
In Newark high school in Delaware,
In the opening moments of the game
Ernie played varsity hockey and she
has been a member of Madison's hoc- Shenandoah held a 4-2 lead but Madi-

Jr. Varsity Defeats
Shenandoah 27-20

key squad for two years. She plays son soon forged ahead to retain their
basketball, tennis, and is a good margin for the remainder of the game.
swimmer.
Jane Grant was high scorer for
After a four year course in elocu- Madison totaling IS points before any
tion, Ernie recited "I Got a Pain In
My Sawdust" at a bi^ dinner, and was
FOR GIRLS ONLY
rewarded by being fed (at her request) five or six large pickles while
The building would rock with exciteshe sat in the lap of an indulgent, stout
ment;
gentleman. The pickles induced some
Reed gym simply echo with screams
very real "pains in the sawdust" but
If
"come-to-the-game-Friday-night"
not all her talents have been put to
meant
so grim an end. Much of her grace in
Just boys played on Madison's teams.
cheerleading is the result of six years
of ballet, but she's just a natural when
it comes, to being energetic.
* The small crowd emits a weak hullabaloo
When the girls' team trots out on the
Dukes To Play Final Tilt
floor,
; .
With Shenandoah College But when the boys' team made its
debut
The Madison Dukes will play their Oh, man, what a thunderous roar!
final tilt with Shenandoah College
Monday night at 7:30 p.m. in Reed
Would you come if the girls charged
Gym.
admission?
Probable starting lineup will be (Though the "best things in life arc
Dick Spangler," Bill Nash, Bill Wolfe,
free")
Buddy Showalter, and Walter Eye. Would you come under any conditionThe team, led by Coach Warren, Suppose we served cookies and tea?
of Harrisonburg high school, and
Dave Turner, manager, have played Enough of this idle chatter.
six previous games this season, the I 'like the boys' team. All of us do.
first in organized boys' sports in the But, honestly, what's the matter?
history of Madison.
Don't you'like your own sex, too?

Earl Will Conduct
Instructor Course

other forward on Madison's team had
scored. Lou Goettling was captain for
the team.
Those playing for Madison were:
forwards, Jane Grant, Jean Shelley,
Doris Marshall, and Anne Hoover.
Guards were Lou Goettling, Mary
Ellen Neathers, Betsy Johnson, Bertha
Boswell, and Ida Hart Chappel.

rriinutes of the game when the score
was 28-27 in Madison's favor. Bowman chalked up a total of 11 points to
tie with Davis for high score.
Madison's guards demonstrated a
technique for defending their goal that
the Westhampton forwards found hard
to beat. Goettling's footwork and interceptions were outstanding.
Sanford was high scorer for Westhampton.
Hannah Finley was scorckeeper and
Virginia Wilkins, timekeeper. Officials
were Miss McVey and Mrs. Todman.
Starting line-up for Madison was:
forwards, Davis, Hartman, Pickrel;
guards, Goettling, Jphnson and Nethers. Substitutes were: forwards, Grant
and Bowman; guards, Boswell and
Messick.
Miss Ruth Reid is coach of the
Madison team.
The Purple and Gold team was
cheered on by a large rooting section
composed of Madison students and
alumnae who made the trek south.
The Westhampton team was hostess to the Madison girls Saturday
night. The girls returned to campus
Sunday morning in the college bus.
Last year Madison bowed to Westhampton, 22-18, for our only defeat of
the season.

Holds "Undefeated" Title
In Dormitory Games

The inter-dormitory games ended
last week with Jackson holding the
With Lynchburg Tonight title of "undefeated dormitory." •■
Practices have been held this week
Bad weather has caused a cancella- preparatory to the class games which
tion of the basketball game between are scheduled to take place next week.
the Madison girls' varsity and Lynchburg college which was scheduled to be
MID-WINTERS
played tonight in Lynchburg.
(Continued from Page 1)
Shirley Ann Williams, AA business Wayland Rerinie and Ed Cundiff,
manager, said last night that the game trombone;.Pat McCarthy and Charlie
may be played at a later date.
Langrall, trumpet.
' •■'
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TIME FIRST REALLY NEW MAKE-UP COLOR
CHEATED IN TEARS!

NAIL ENAMEL!
LIPSTICK1
FACE POWDER, TOO I

UNEARTHLY YIOLETFIRED WITH
BURIES- MADLY BEAUTIFUL t

Like nothing ever known! And so,
$0 wearable! Splurge ofsplendour—with
mystic-mauve powder that

*

ENROLLMENT COUPON
For Free

transfigures your face! Very ultra,
that Revlon "stay-on".

RED CROSS WATER SAFETY
CLASSES
I wish to authorize enrollment of

As a Member
of the Red Cross
( ) Water Safety Instructors' Classes
( ) First Aid Instructors' Classes

HOSTETTER'S, Inc.

Signed

"The Home of Low Prices"

Box NoMail to Jane Hartman—Box 594

L

103 South Main Street

Harrisonburg, Virginia

